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The article is published at: http://www.
h
philica.com//display_observation.php
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Absttract:
At [1], the auth
hor suggesteed an EMDR
R‐converter, with such high
h
rotation
nal speed thhat the rotational frequ
uency
causses serious eengineering problems
p
forr the realizattion. Thus the author now
w suggests aan EMDR‐con
nverter with slow
rotation, to makke it easy to build
b
up a prrototype.
Articcle body:
The main probllem with reegard to the
e rotational speed of th
he spinning magnet in [1] is the alignment
a
off the
frequency of thee mechanical rotation of the magnet to the frequ
uency of the electrical osscillation in the LC‐oscillation‐
circu
uit. The AC‐ffrequency off the magnettic poles passsing the coil has to follo
ow the electrrical frequen
ncy in the cirrcuit.
In figgure 33 of [11], a solution
n to this prob
blem was inddicated, usingg a high‐orde
er multipole‐‐magnet.
multipole‐magnet‐array,, the
The problem off this solution is: If the
e dipole‐maagnet is replaced by a high‐order m
maggnetic stray ffield will be too diffuse to allow a pproper inducction of AC‐vvoltage into the coil around the maggnet.
The consequencce is that the EMDR‐convverter will noot run properrly with a hig
gh‐order mulltipole‐magn
net.
A re
emedy to thiss problem is the applicattion of a spe cial geometrry of several coils, which have to take up the induced
voltaage from th
he rotating magnets,
m
and which havve to generaate the Lore
entz‐force (aand torque) acceleratingg the
rotating multipo
ole‐magnet‐aarray: It should be very small coils wrapped
w
dire
ectly aroundd the path off the magneets as
close as possiblee, so that the cross sectiion area of eeach coil is ju
ust large eno
ough that thhe magnets can
c pass the coil.
oil must be smaller thaan the distaance of the magnetic ppoles from each other. The
And the length of each co
conssequence is,, that the ro
otation of th
he magnets m
must be orgganized without a radiuss arms (such
h as they aree for
instaance used att bicycle‐wh
heels) and a central bearring, becausse each coil must describbe a closed loop around
d the
path
h of the rotatting magnetss.
Draw
wing as addeendum:
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